Future Music Events in the HBLL:

**Opera Selections**
Wednesday, December 6
NOON | HBLL auditorium
by vocal performance majors

**Hymn Sing: The Music of Christmas**
Wednesday December 13
6 PM | 4420 HBLL
HBLL Fall Concert Series
Flute Music chosen from the Archives
November 29, 2017 @ noon in 1060 HBLL

Anton Bernhard Furstenau: *Duetto III*
*from Trois Duos concertants pour deux flutes, op. XI*
(performed by Nancy Jacobs & Janice Bunker)
- Allegro moderato (7:30 mins)
- Adagio cantabile (2:30 mins)

Etienne François Gebauer: *Duo II*
*from Trois duos brillans et facile pour deux flutes, op. 24*
(performed by Janice Bunker & Robert Maxwell)
- Allegretto assai (5 mins)
- Romance (1:40 mins)
- Polonaise (4 mins)

Tranquille Berbiguier: *Trio 2*
*from Drey grosse trios fur drey floten*
(performed by Nancy, Bob, Janice)
- Allegro tempo giusto (10 mins)
- Adagio (3 mins)
- Presto poco assai (9 mins)

Janice Bunker and Robert Maxwell are library cataloguers in the HBLL
Nancy Jacobs comes to us from the Performance Library in the HFAC

Anton Bernhard Furstenau (1792–1852) was a German flutist and composer. He was the most famous virtuoso in Germany on his instrument and the most important Romantic flutist of the first half of the nineteenth century.

Etienne François Gebauer (1777–1823) was one of four brothers in a French musical family. He was known for facility in arranging opera arias for wind ensembles.

Benoit Tranquille Berbiguier (1782–1838) was a French flutist, pedagogue and composer. Some of his flute etudes are still used today by students of the flute.